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Lobbying synonym in urdu

Dictionary Idiomes Quotes Common Words The meanings of the Urdu lobby are - Lobby in Urdu. More lobby meanings are definitions, sample phrases, related words, idioms and quotations. Please find 4 English and definitions related to the word Lobby. (name): a large entrance or reception hall or area (name): persons who support a
common cause or a business or a principle or a sectional interest (name): an interest group that tries to influence legislators or bureaucrats to act in their favor, usually through lobbying (verb): hold in conversation by or as if clinging to the outer clothes of; with regard to political or economic favors Beside LobbyLobbying expenditures
Before lobbyLobated Meanings of the word Lobby in Urdu are - daalaan and riwaaq. To understand how to translate the word Lobby into Urdu, you can take the help of words closely related to Lobby or it's Urdu translations. Some of these words can also be considered synonymous with lobbying. In case you want even more details, you
may also want to consider checking all definitions of the word Lobby. If there is a correspondence, we also include idioms and quotations that use the word or its translations into them or use any of the related words in English or Urdu translations. These idioms or quotations can also be taken as a literary example of how to use Lobby in a
sentence. If you have trouble reading in Urdu, we have also provided these meanings in Roman Urdu. We tried our best level to provide you with as much detail on how to say Urdu lobby as possible so that you could understand its correct English to Urdu translation. We encourage everyone to help add more meanings to MeaningIn
Dictionary by adding English to Urdu translations, Urdu to Roman Urdu transliterations and Urdu to English translations. This will improve our Urdu English dictionary, Urdu dictionary to English, translation from English to Urdu idioms and Urdu translations to English idioms. Although we have added all the meanings of Lobby with the
utmost care, but there could be human errors in translation. So if you encounter a problem in our translation service please feel free to fix it on the spot. All you have to do is click here and submit your correction. Meanings of the lobby are - daalaan and riwaaqWhy the definition of the lobby? Definition of lobby are a large entrance or
reception room or areathe who support a common cause or business or principle or sectional interest group that attempts to influence legislators or bureaucrats to act on their behalf, usually by lobbyingdetain in the conversation by or as if by increasing to the outer clothes of; with regard to political or economic favours What is the
synonym for lobbying? Synonymous with word lobby are hallway, lobby, gallery, veranda, gantry, porch, loggia, loggia, corridors, halluces What are the quotes with word lobby? Here are the quotes with the word lobby in them We must accept the seemingly obvious fact that a toxic environment can make people sick and that no amount of
medical intervention can protect us. The health care community must become a powerful political lobby for environmental policy and legislation. — Andrew WeilThe main lobby that opposes campaign finance reform in the United States is the National Association of Broadcasters. — Robert McChesneyThe Republican Party is not in the
hands of the Jewish lobby in America, because the Democratic Party has to turn quite often to Jewish money to fund candidates. —Pete McCloskeyI just wants to push for God. — Billy Graham - English to Urdu Meaning :noun: Pronunciation: Add to Favorite: Lobby - 'Lobbed ': ﭘﮭﯿﻨﮑLobber :: lobberLobbies :: 'Lobbing ': lobbingOther Re
Names(1) a large entrance or reception room or area(2) persons who support a common cause or a business or a principle or a sectional interest(3) an interest group that tries to influence legislators or bureaucrats to act on their behalf , usually by lobbyingVerb(1) hold in conversation by or as if growing up on outer clothing; with regard to
political or economic favours (1) There was a rally organized by the NPC Pensioners Convention and a lobby of MPs. (2) The union is organising a parliamentary lobby for next Wednesday. (3) Dressed in bright green glass tiles, the lobby leads to a relaxing white panelled room. (4) Under pressure from the agrochemical lobby, the British
government has abandoned plans to tax the use of agricultural pesticides. (5) U.S. lobby groups are trying to find a legal way to attack that ankle, which they say is detrimental to their interests. (6) An entrance hall for the governors' meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, May 20 at 6 p.m. and other local schools are invited to build for it. (7)
This makes it a perfect problem for the anti-abortion lobby to take. (8) Last week, we organized a Lib Dem council lobby to save our school. (9) Now had also launched a campaign that sought to put pressure on senators both in their home states and in the Senate itself. (10) The lobby was just near the entrance to the building, so I
assumed the common room would be just as close. (11) Our next step was to organize an entrance hall for the next housing committee meeting. (12) Lobby(13) A lobby of the meeting was to be held to show the strength of support for licensed librarians and to urge to reintegrate them. (14) There was to be an entrance hall for this meeting
at 12:30 p.m. (15) The meeting is organized by the York Trades Union Council, which also organizes an advisor lobby the following Thursday evening at the Guildhall before a full council meeting. (16) There was to be a lobby of the national executive meeting. National. 2)  ﺑﺮآﻣﺪ-  )ﺧﺎﻧin the hotel lobby :: 2  ﻮﭨﻞ ﻣﯿﮟ. Special interest
group :: '  ' ﻮﻧlobbed' , lobbers, lobbers, lobbies, lobbing, lobbying, lobbying, lobbyist, lobbyist Word Example from TV ShowsThe best way to learn good English is to read the reports and watch the news on TELEVISION. Watching TV shows is a great way to learn casual English, slang words, understand the reference of culture and
humor. If you've ever watched these shows, you may remember the words used in the following dialogues. Four women walk down the stairs. How many reach the LOBBY? The Big Bang Theory Season 4, Episode 19 Harrison Ford in the LOBBY. Come on, quick. The Big Bang Theory Season 12, Episode 8 Well, there is a bar in the
LOBBY. The Big Bang Theory Season 7, Episode 14 Aren't you worried that sitting in the LOBBY for a long period of time... The Big Bang Theory Season 8, Episode 19 yes. Okay, we'll meet in the lobby. The Big Bang Theory Season 12, Episode 23 English to Urdu Dictionary: lobby Meaning and definitions of lobby, translation in Urdu
language for lobby with similar and opposite words. You can also find the oral pronunciation of the lobby in Urdu and English. Tags for entry lobby What the lobby means in Urdu, Urdu sense lobby, lobby definition, examples and pronunciation of the Urdu lobby. Android App iPhone App App Your favorite words Your search history How
long do you sit in the lobby? Lobby Synonymous Antechamber Anteroom Hall Entry Foyer Vestibule Linked to Lobby Building: Haweli Room: Kamra People: Advertising Awaam Advertising 2 out of 3. Giroh: Lobby: (name) people who support a common cause or business or a principle or sectional interest. Related: Countries of the
People's Zone: Alaqa: a particular geographical region of indefinite border (usually in the service of a particular purpose or distinguished by its people, culture or geography). It was a mountainous areaBusiness Business Concern Business Organisation Business Organization Concern: Tijarat: a commercial or industrial enterprise and the
people who make it up. His company grew rapidlyCause Get Have Induce Make Stimulate:  آﻣﺎد- Amada Karna: cause to do; to act in a determined manner. The ads led me to buy a Common Commons Green Park VCR: Park: an open land for recreational use in an urban area. They went for a walk in the parkBecharm Beguile Bewitch
Captivate Capture Charm Enamor Enamour Entrance Enchant Fascinate Trance: Apni Taraf Mael Karna: attract; reason to be in love. It has conquered all the hearts of menParticipation  دﻟﭽﺴﭙﯽDilchaspi: a feeling of concern and curiosity towards someone or something like that. An interest in musicBig Large: Wase: above average in
size or or or the amount or extent or extent. I don't have such a big jobThe people: 'Log: (plural) any group of human beings (men or women or children) collectively. What do I tell people? Rule of principle: Usool: a basic generalization that is accepted as true and which can serve as the basis for reasoning or conduct. Their compositional
principles characterized all their worksResee of reception: Istaqbal: the way something is received. They received a very warm welcomeSalle: Kamra: an area in a building enclosed by walls and floor and ceiling. Has my room been changed or not? Sectional:  ﺳﯿﮑﺸﻨﻮں ﺳ- Sectiono Se Mutaliq: relative or section-based (i.e. as cut by a
crossover plan). A sectional point of viewSomes:  ﺗﮭﻮڑاThora: relatively much, but not specified in quantity or scope. Can I have a few words with you? Relief Support: Madad Karna: Give moral or psychological support, help or courage to. She supported him during the illness Lobby - Urdu Meaning and Translation of Lobby, Total 3
meanings for Lobby, Roman Urdu Meaning for word Lobby, Synonymous, Antonyms, Definition and more. See English meanings of: paishdalanbaramadamulaqaatkakamrah paishdalanbaramadamulaqaatkakamrah
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